
SUMMER ASSIGNMENT 2017 IB LANGUAGE AND LIT.-HL 
 
 
Listed below are the texts you will read for Parts 3 and 4 of your senior year of IB Language and Literature. We 
ask that you purchase the specified copies from Part 4 due to the fact that we will be working very closely with 
annotating specific passages that may potentially be used in the IB Commentary. We respect that these texts can 
be purchased on and for electronic devices, but for our purposes, the print copies are necessary. 
 

Part 3: Literature: Texts and Their Contexts (2nd Semester) 
 Atonement by Ian McEwan—ISBN-#10: 038572179X

  
 The Visit: A tragicomedy by Friedrich Dürrenmatt—ISBN # 13: 978-08021-4426-3

  
 East of Eden by John Steinbeck—ISBN #978-0-14-018639-0

 

 
Part 4: Literature: A Critical Study (1st Semester) 
 Hamlet, Prince of Denmark (No Fear version by Sparknotes recommended) by William Shakespeare

  

– ISBN#978-1-58663-844-3 
 No Country For Old Men by Cormac McCarthy – ISBN#978-0-375-70667-7

  
 Wuthering Heights by Emily Brontë – ISBN#13:978-1593080440 (Barnes and Noble edition)

 

 
 
 

1. Please read “The Literary Canon: Diversity and Controversy,” “Close Reading,” and the handout 
explaining the Individual Oral Commentary (IOC). The IOC is the formal IB assessment you 
will complete in December.  

2. Download and print the following short stories from the LHS summer assignments page or the IB 
website summer assignments page. They are also available on Mrs. Kramer’s or Ms. Stokley’s 
website. 
 “Killings” by Andres Dubus

  
 “The A& P” by John Updike

  
 “Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been?” by Joyce Carol Oates

 
 

3. With the information from the above readings in mind, read the short stories using the strategies 
suggested in the handout on close reading. Annotate for language and literary devices and come to a 
conclusion about the motifs and theme(s) of each work. Also, identify passages (approximately 40 lines) 
you would consider appropriate for commentary and determine why they are appropriate.  

4. On the first full day of class, we will have a Socratic seminar in which you demonstrate your 
understanding of the handouts and short stories. Feel free to bring your notes and annotated copies of 
the short stories to use in the discussion. On the second full day of class, you will do a practice 
commentary on a passage from one of the short stories.  

5. In addition, you are expected to arrive to school with a functional understanding of the provided literary 
terms. You will be tested on these the first full day of school. 

 
 
 

Please contact either:  
Mrs. Kramer – Joellen.Kramer@jeffco.k12.co.us 
Susan Stokley- Susan.Stokley@jeffco.k12.co.us  
 

mailto:Joellen.Kramer@jeffco.k12.co.us


 
Close reading is an essential task that demonstrates key skills; it is used throughout the Language and Literature 
course. Specifically, it is used in Part 4: Critical Study of Literature. Students will complete an Individual Oran 
Commentary on a text studied. 

 

      

 1. Read the passage. Understanding: Show the teacher/examiner that you understand what is 
 2. Reread it. happening in the passage and how the passage connects to the wider text. 
 3. Annotate for key passages. Analyze: Pull apart the text to show how it works, how meaning is created, 
 4. Plan a response and the author’s intentions. 
 5. Write your response Evaluate: Comment on the effectiveness of the author’s choices and the 
 6. Edit your response tools (devices, themes, symbols, and conventions) s/he has used. 
   

1. Diction (word choice): Look for strange or unusual words, descriptive words, or words that you don’t know 
 the meaning of. Look for neologisms (new   
 

words) and words which have more than one 
  

   

2. 
meaning.  Formalist Strategies  
Literary devices: Authors can use a wealth  

 of literary devices when writing. Think Formalist critics focus on the formal elements of a  
 carefully about why an author may use one  

 work—its language, structure, and tone. A  
 and what effect these have on readers.  

3. 
formalist reads literature as an independent work of  

Structure (sentence and paragraph): Look for  

art rather than as a reflection of the author’s state of  
 variations in sentence structure and type, look  

 mind or as a representation of a moment in history.  
 for odd sentence organization, or sentences  

 Historic influences on a work, an author’s  
 that are grammatically incorrect. Notice how  

 intentions, or anything else outside the work are  
 the paragraphs are organized and how they  

 generally not treated by formalists (this is  
 begin and end.   

4. 
 particularly true of the most famous modern  

Themes, symbols, and motifs : Look for 
 

formalists, known as the New Critics, who  
 ideas, symbols, or images that have been dominated American criticism from the 1940s  
 repeated in the text and are evident in the  

 through the 1960s). Instead, formalists offer intense  
 passage. Think carefully about why the author  

 examinations of the relationship between form and  
 might use these.   

5. 
 meaning within a work, emphasizing the subtle  

Conventions (genre and narrative): Look at 
 

complexity of how a work is arranged. This kind of  
 how the author conforms to or challenges the close reading pays special attention to what are  
 genre s/he is writing in. Note how the point of often described as intrinsic matters in a literary  
 

view impacts the message and tone. How does 
 

 work, such as diction, irony, paradox, metaphor,  
 this passage compare to the wider text? and symbol, as well as larger elements, such as  
    plot, characterization, and narrative technique.  
    Formalists examine how these elements work  
 Theme: a dominant idea in a work together to give a coherent shape to a work while  
 Motif: a recurring image in literature contributing to its meaning. The answers to the  
 Symbol: something used for or regarded as questions formalists raise about how the shape and  

 representing something else  effect of a work are related come from the work  
 Narration:  itself. Other kinds of information that go beyond  

  1st person: One character narrates. the text-biography, history, politics, economics,  
  3rd person omniscient: A god-like voice and so on—are typically regarded by formalists as  
  sees all and narrates.  extrinsic matters, which are considerably less  
  3rd person limited: An observer narrates important than what goes on within the  
  but cannot see all.  autonomous text.  
  2nd person: The reader is the protagonist. th  
    Source: Meyer’s Bedford Introduction to Literature, 7  edition  
       



 
 
 
 

Which literature has been traditionally considered 
worthy of critical analysis? In recent years many 
more works by women, minorities, and writers from 
around the world have been considered by scholars, 
critics, and teachers to merit serious study and 
inclusion in what is known as the literary canon. This 
increasing diversity has been celebrated by those who 
believe that multiculturalism taps new sources for the 
discovery of great literature while raising significant 
questions about language, culture, and society. At the 
same time, others have perceived this diversity as a 
threat to the established, traditional canon of Western 
culture.  

The debates concerning who should be read, taught, 
and written about have sometimes been acrimonious as 
well as lively and challenging. Bitter arguments have 
been waged recently on campuses and in the press over 
what has come to be called political correctness. Two 
camps—roughly—have formed around these debates: 
liberals and conservatives (the appropriateness of these 
terms is debatable but the oppositional positioning is 
unmistakable). The liberals are said to insist upon 
politically correct views from colleagues and students 
opening up the curriculum to multicultural texts from 
Asia, Africa, Latin America, and elsewhere, and to 
encourage more informed attitudes about race, class, 
gender, and sexual orientation. These revisionists, 
seeking a change in traditional attitudes, are sometimes 
accused of intimidating the opposition into silence and 
substituting ideological dogma for reason and truth. The 
conservatives are also portrayed as ideologues; in their 
efforts to preserve what they regard as the best from the 
past, they refuse to admit that Western classics, mostly 
written by white male Europeans, represent only a 
portion of human experience. These traditionalists are 
seen as advocating values that are neither universal nor 
eternal but merely privileged and entrenched. 
Conservatives are charged with refusing to acknowledge 
that their values also represent a political agenda, which 
is implicit in their preference for the works of canonical 
authors such as Homer, Virgil, Shakespeare, Milton, 
Tolstoy, and Faulkner. The reductive and contradictory 
nature of this national debate between liberals and 
conservatives has been neatly summed up by Katha 
Pollitt: “Read the conservatives’ list [of canonical 
works] and produce a nation of sexists and racists—or a 
nation of 

 

Diversity and Controversy 
 
philosopher kings. Read the liberals’ list and produce 
a nation of spiritual relativists—or a nation of open-
minded world citizens.”  

These troubling and extreme alternatives can be 
avoided, of course, if the issues are not approached 
from such absolutist positions. Solutions to these 
issues cannot be suggested in this limited space, and, 
no doubt, solutions will evolve over time, but we can 
at least provide a perspective. Books—regardless of 
what list they are on—are not likely to unite a 
fragmented nation or to disunite a unified one. It is 
perhaps more useful and accurate to see issues of 
canonicity as reflecting political changes rather than 
being the primary causes of them. This is not to say 
that books don’t have an impact on readers—Uncle  
Tom’s Cabin, for instance, certainly galvanized 
antislavery sentiments in nineteenth-century 
America—but that book lists do not by themselves 
preserve or destroy the status quo. 

It’s worth noting that the curricula of American 
universities have always undergone significant and, 
some would say, wrenching changes. Only a little 
more than one hundred years ago there was strong 
opposition to teaching English, as well as other 
modern languages, alongside programs dominated by 
Greek and Latin. Only since the 1920s has American 
literature been made a part of the curriculum, and just 
five decades ago writers such as James Joyce, 
Virginia Woolf, Franz Kafka, and Ernest Hemingway 
were regarded with same raised eyebrows. New 
voices do not drown out the past; they build on it, and 
eventually become part of the past as newer writers 
take their place alongside them. Neither resistance to 
change nor a denial of the past will have its way with 
the canon. Though both impulses are widespread, 
neither is likely to dominate the other, because there 
are too many reasonable, practical readers and 
teachers who instead of replacing Shakespeare, 
Melville, and other canonical writers have 
supplemented them with neglected writers from 
Western and other cultures. These readers experience 
the current debates about the canon not as a binary 
opposition but as an opportunity to explore important 
questions about continuity and change in our 
literature, culture, and society. 
 

Source: Meyer’s Bedford Introduction to Literature, 7th edition 

 
 
 
an authoritative list of those works considered by scholars, critics, and teachers to be the most important to read and study 



 

What is it ? 
 

The Individual Oral Commentary (IOC) is an opportunity for you to demonstrate a detailed and 
sophisticated understanding and interpretation of a literary work. The IOC is a highly formal assessment. 
You will receive a short excerpt from one of the literary works in this part of the course—Wuthering 
Heights, Hamlet, or No Country for Old Men. With a limited amount of preparation, you will offer a 
detailed commentary of that excerpt lasting approximately 15 minutes. The primary focus of the IOC is 
on close analysis of language, literary features, and any other formal elements, arguing precisely how 
the language used gives rise to significant effects and/or ideas. 

 
 

What are the rules? 
 
 Excerpts are approximately 40 lines in length and may be selected from any of the works studied. You will not 

know which passage you will receive before the IOC.
  

 You will have 20 minutes of preparation time. You may annotate and make notes on your excerpt or note key 
points. But you are not to prepare a complete body of work to be read during the commentary.

  
 Excerpts will include guiding questions. The questions are to assist you as needed but should not form 

the totality of the commentary. A student who only responds to the guiding questions will not offer a 
complete commentary.

  
 After completing the 20 minutes of preparation, you will deliver approximately 10 minutes of 

commentary, which is recorded. Commentaries are delivered in front of the teacher only. Teachers will 
follow up with further questions to help complete or “round out” the commentary. This questioning 
will last approximately 5 minutes.

  
 The IOC is formal and should be both organized and delivered with as much care as possible. 

Although there is an element of the impromptu, all works should be familiar to you, and it is expected 
that part of the 20 minutes of preparation time is dedicated to organizing thoughts and responses.

  
 Commentaries are recorded and submitted for external moderation.

 

 

How is it marked ? 
 

Criterion A: Knowledge and understanding of the text and extract  
Does the commentary adequately convey knowledge and understanding of the work referred to and 
its larger meaning or significance?  
Criterion B: Understanding of the use and effects of literary features  
Does the commentary demonstrate awareness of significant contributions of different literary features? 
Does the commentary convey such awareness through detailed examples of the way language and style 
is used to create meaning and/or effect?  
Criterion C: Organization and argument  
Is the structure and organization coherent and 
sustained? Criterion D: Language and Style  
Is the use of language effective and appropriate to formal literary commentary? 

 
 
 
 
Examiners are looking for a strong sense of understanding of the work and a thoughtful critical engagement. Read the books. 
And always ask yourself: How is the author using language and style to advance a theme, create a tone, enhance the plot, or 
develop characters? 



 

1. allegory  
2. alliteration  
3. allusion  
4. ambiguity  
5. anachronism  
6. anaphora  
7. antagonist  
8. antithesis  
9. aphorism  
10. apostrophe  
11. aside  
12. assonance  
13. bard  
14. bildungsroman  
15. cacophony  
16. caricature  
17. catharsis  
18. colloquialism  
19. comedy  
20. comic relief  
21. conceit  
22. conflict  
23. connotation  
24. consonance  
25. denotation  
26. dialect  
27. diction  
28. didactic  
29. drama  
30. dramatic irony  
31. dramatic technique  
32. empathy  
33. epiphany  
34. ethos  
35. euphemism 

 

36. euphony  
37. exposition  
38. extended metaphor  
39. figurative language  
40. figure of speech  
41. foil  
42. foreshadowing  
43. frame narration  
44. Freytag’s pyramid (all parts: 

exposition, inciting moment, 
rising action, climax, falling 
action, dénouement)  

45. genre  
46. hamartia  
47. hyperbole  
48. imagery  
49. invective  
50. juxtaposition  
51. lampoon  
52. literary contexts  
53. metaphor  
54. meter  
55. metonymy  
56. mood  
57. motif  
58. narration  
59. narrative  
60. onomatopoeia  
61. paradox  
62. parallelism  
63. parody  
64. pathos  
65. pedantic  
66. persona  
67. personification 

 

68. point of view  
69. prose  
70. protagonist  
71. pun  
72. repetition  
73. rhetoric  
74. rhyme  
75. rhythm  
76. sarcasm  
77. satire  
78. semantics  
79. setting  
80. situational irony  
81. soliloquy  
82. stanza  
83. stream of consciousness  
84. style  
85. suspense  
86. symbol  
87. synecdoche  
88. synesthesia  
89. syntax  
90. theme  
91. thesis  
92. tone  
93. tragedy  
94. transition  
95. understatement  
96. unreliable narrator  
97. verbal irony  
98. verisimilitude  
99. voice  
100. wit 



 
 
 
 

by Andre Dubus 
 

On the August morning when Matt Fowler buried his youngest son, Frank, who 
had lived for twenty-one years, eight months, and four days, Matt’s older son, Steve, 
turned to him as the family left the grave and walked between their friends, and 
said: “I should kill him.” He was twenty-eight, his brown hair starting to thin in 
front where he used to have a cowlick. He bit his lower lip, wiped his eyes, then said 
it again. Ruth’s arm, linked with Matt’s, tightened; he looked at her. Beneath her 
eyes there was swelling from the three days she had suffered. At the limousine Matt 
stopped and looked back at the grave, the casket, and the Congregationalist minister 
who he thought had probably had a difficult job with the eulogy though he hadn’t 
seemed to, and the old funeral director who was saying something to the six young 
pallbearers. The grave was on a hill and overlooked the Merrimack, which he could 
not see from where he stood; he looked at the opposite bank, at the apple orchard 
with its symmetrically planted trees going up a hill.  

Next day Steve drove with his wife back to Baltimore where he managed the branch 
office of a bank, and Cathleen, the middle child, drove with her husband back to 
Syracuse. They had left the grandchildren with friends. A month after the funeral Matt 
played poker at Willis Trottier’s because Ruth, who knew this was the second time he 
had been invited, told him to go, he couldn’t sit home with her for the rest of her life, she 
was all right. After the game Willis went outside to tell everyone goodnight and, when 
the others had driven away, he walked with Matt to his car. Willis was a short, silver-
haired man who had opened a diner after World War II, his trade then mostly very early 
breakfast, which he cooked, and then lunch for the men who worked at the leather and 
shoe factories. He now owned a large restaurant. 

“He walks the Goddamn streets,” Matt said. 
“I know. He was in my place last night, at the bar. With a girl.”  
“I don’t see him. I’m in the store all the time. Ruth sees him. She sees him too 

much. She was at Sunnyhurst today getting cigarettes and aspirin, and there he was. 
She can’t even go out for cigarettes and aspirin. It’s killing her.” 

“Come back in for a drink.”  
Matt looked at his watch. Ruth would be asleep. He walked with Willis back into 

the house, pausing at the steps to look at the starlit sky. It was a cool summer night; 
he thought vaguely of the Red Sox, did not even know if they were at home tonight; 
since it happened he had not been able to think about any of the small pleasures he 
believed he had earned, as he had earned also what was shattered now forever: the 
quietly harried and quietly pleasurable days of fatherhood. They went inside. Willis’s 
wife, Martha, had gone to bed hours ago, in the rear of the large house which was 
rigged with burglar and fire alarms. They went downstairs to the game room: the 
television set suspended from the ceiling, the pool table, the poker table with beer 
cans, cards, chips, filled ashtrays, and the six chairs where Matt and his friends had 
sat, the friends picking up the old banter as though he had only been away on 
vacation; but he could see the affection and courtesy in their eyes. Willis went 

behind the bar and mixed them each a Scotch and soda; he stayed behind the bar 
and looked at Matt sitting on the stool. 

“How often have you thought about it?” Willis said.  
“Every day since he got out. I didn’t think about bail. I thought I wouldn’t 

have to worry about him for years. She sees him all the time. It makes her cry.”  
“He was in my place a long time last night. He’ll be 
back.” “Maybe he won’t.”  
“The band. He likes the band.” 
“What’s he doing now?”  
“He’s tending bar up to Hampton Beach. For a friend. Ever notice even the 

worst bastard always has friends? He couldn’t get work in town. It’s just tourists 
and kids up to Hampton. Nobody knows him. If they do, they don’t care. They drink 
what he mixes.” 

“Nobody tells me about him.”  
“I hate him, Matt. My boys went to school with him. He was the same then. 

Know what he’ll do? Five at the most. Remember that woman about seven years 
ago? Shot her husband and dropped him off the bridge in the Merrimack with a 
hundred pound sack of cement and said all the way through it that nobody 
helped her. Know where she is now? She’s in Lawrence now, a secretary. And 
whoever helped her, where the hell is he?”  

“I’ve got a .38 I’ve had for years. I take it to the store now. I tell Ruth it’s for 
the night deposits. I tell her things have changed: we got junkies here now too. Lots 
of people without jobs. She knows though.” 

“What does she know?”  
“She knows I started carrying it after the first time she saw him in town. 

She knows it’s in case I see him, and there’s some kind of a situation—”  
He stopped, looked at Willis, and finished his drink. Willis mixed him 
another. “What kind of a situation?” 
“Where he did something to me. Where I could get away with it.” 
“How does Ruth feel about that?” 
“She doesn’t know.” 
“You said she does, she’s got it figured out.”  
He thought of her that afternoon: when she went into Sunnyhurst, Strout was 

waiting at the counter while the clerk bagged the things he had bought; she 
turned down an aisle and looked at soup cans until he left.  

“Ruth would shoot him herself, if she thought she could hit him.” 
“You got a permit?” 
“I do. You could get a year for that.”  
“Maybe I’ll get one. Or maybe I won’t. Maybe I’ll just stop bringing it to 

the store.” 
Richard Strout was twenty-six years old, a high school athlete, football 

scholarship to the University of Massachusetts where he lasted for almost two 
semesters before quitting in advance of the final grades that would have forced him 
not to return. People then said: Dickie can do the work; he just doesn’t want to. He 
came home and did construction work for his father but refused his father’s offer to 
learn the business; his two older brothers had learned it, so that Strout and Sons 
trucks going about town, and signs on construction sites, now slashed wounds into 
Matt Fowler’s life. Then Richard married a young girl and became a bartender, his  
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salary and tips augmented and perhaps sometimes matched by his father, who also 
posted his bond. So his friends, his enemies (he had those: fist fights or, more often, 
boys and then young men who had not fought him when they thought they should 
have), and those who simply knew him by face and name, had a series of images of 
him which they recalled when they heard of the killing: the high school running 
back, the young drunk in bars, the oblivious hard-hatted young man eating lunch at 
a counter, the bartender who could perhaps be called courteous but not more than 
that: as he tended bar, his dark eyes and dark, wide-jawed face appeared less sullen, 
near blank. 

One night he beat Frank. Frank was living at home and waiting for September, 
for graduate school in economics, and working as a lifeguard at Salisbury Beach, 
where he met Mary Ann Strout, in her first month of separation. She spent most 
days at the beach with her two sons. Before ten o’clock one night Frank came home; 
he had driven to the hospital first, and he walked into the living room with stitches 
over his right eye and both lips bright and swollen.  

“I’m all right,” he said, when Matt and Ruth stood up, and Matt turned off the 
television, letting Ruth get to him first: the tall, muscled but slender suntanned 
boy. Frank tried to smile at them but couldn’t because of his lips. 

“It was her husband, wasn’t it?” Ruth said. 
“Ex,” Frank said. “He dropped in.”  
Matt gently held Frank’s jaw and turned his face to the light, looked at 

the stitches, the blood under the white of the eye, the bruised flesh. 
“Press charges,” Matt said. “No.”  
“What’s to stop him from doing it again? Did you hit him at all? Enough so he 

won’t want to next time?”  
“I don’t think I touched him.” “So what are you going to do?” 
“Take karate,” Frank said, and tried again to smile.  
“That’s not the problem,” Ruth said. 
“You know you like her,” Frank said. 
“I like a lot of people. What about the boys? Did they see it?” 
“They were asleep.” 
“Did you leave her alone with him?”  
“He left first. She was yelling at him. I believe she had a skillet in her hand.” 
“Oh for God’s sake,” Ruth said.  
Matt had been dealing with that too: at the dinner table on evenings when Frank 

wasn’t home, was eating with Mary Ann; or, on the other nights—and Frank was 
with her every night—he talked with Ruth while they watched television, or lay in 
bed with the windows open and he smelled the night air and imagined, with both 
pride and muted sorrow, Frank in Mary Ann’s arms. Ruth didn’t like it because Mary 
Ann was in the process of divorce, because she had two children, because she was 
four years older than Frank, and finally—she told this in bed, where she had during 
all of their marriage told him of her deepest feelings: of love, of passion, of fears 
about one of the children, of pain Matt had caused her or she had caused him—she 
was against it because of what she had heard: that the marriage had gone bad early, 
and for most of it Richard and Mary Ann had both played around.  

“That can’t be true,” Matt said. “Strout wouldn’t have stood for it.” 
“Maybe he loves her.” 
“He’s too hot-tempered. He couldn’t have taken that.” 

But Matt knew Strout had taken it, for he had heard the stories too. He wondered 
who had told them to Ruth; and he felt vaguely annoyed and isolated: living with her 
for thirty-one years and still not knowing what she talked about with her friends. On 
these summer nights he did not so much argue with her as try to comfort her, but 
finally there was no difference between the two: she had concrete objections, which 
he tried to overcome. And in his attempt to do this, he neglected his own objections, 
which were the same as hers, so that as he spoke to her he felt as disembodied as he 
sometimes did in the store when he helped a man choose a blouse or dress or piece of 
costume jewelry for his wife. 

“The divorce doesn’t mean anything,” he said. “She was young and maybe she 
liked his looks and then after a while she realized she was living with a bastard. I 
see it as a positive thing.” 

“She’s not divorced yet.”  
“It’s the same thing. Massachusetts has crazy laws, that’s all. Her age is no 

problem. What’s it matter when she was born? And that other business: even if it’s 
true, which it probably isn’t, it’s got nothing to do with Frank, it’s in the past. And 
the kids are no problem. She’s been married six years; she ought to have kids. 
Frank likes them. He plays with them. And he’s not going to marry her anyway, so 
it’s not a problem of money.” 

“Then what’s he doing with her?”  
“She probably loves him, Ruth. Girls always have. Why can’t we just leave it 

at that?” 
“He got home at six o’clock Tuesday morning.” 
“I didn’t know you knew. I’ve already talked to him about it.”  
Which he had: since he believed almost nothing he told Ruth, he went to 

Frank with what he believed. The night before, he had followed Frank to the car 
after dinner.  

“You wouldn’t make much of a burglar,” he said. 
“How’s that?” 
Matt was looking up at him; Frank was six feet tall, an inch and a half taller 

than Matt, who had been proud when Frank at seventeen outgrew him; he had only 
felt uncomfortable when he had to reprimand or caution him. He touched Frank’s 
bicep, thought of the young taut passionate body, believed he could sense the 
desire, and again he felt the pride and sorrow and envy too, not knowing whether he 
was envious of Frank or Mary Ann.  

“When you came in yesterday morning, I woke up. One of these mornings your 
mother will. And I’m the one who’ll have to talk to her. She won’t interfere with 
you. Okay? I know it means—” But he stopped, thinking: I know it means getting 
up and leaving that sun tanned girl and going sleepy to the car, I know—  

“Okay,” Frank said, and touched Matt’s shoulder and got into the car. There 
had been other talks, but the only long one was their first one: a night 

driving to Fenway Park, Matt having ordered the tickets so they could talk, and knowing 
when Frank said yes, he would go, that he knew the talk was coming too. It took them 
forty minutes to get to Boston, and they talked about Mary Ann until they joined the city 
traffic along the Charles River, blue in the late sun. Frank told him all the things that 
Matt would later pretend to believe when he told them to Ruth.  

“It seems like a lot for a young guy to take on,” Matt finally 
said. “Sometimes it is. But she’s worth it.”  
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“Are you thinking about getting married?”  
“We haven’t talked about it. She can’t for over a year. I’ve got school.” 
“I do like her,” Matt said. 
He did. Some evenings, when the long summer sun was still low in the sky, 

Frank brought her home; they came into the house smelling of suntan lotion and the 
sea, and Matt gave them gin and tonics and started the charcoal in the backyard, and 
looked at Mary Ann in the lawn chair: long and very light brown hair (Matt thinking 
that twenty years ago she would have dyed it blonde), and the long brown legs he 
loved to look at; her face was pretty; she had probably never in her adult life gone 
unnoticed into a public place. It was in her wide brown eyes that she looked older 
than Frank; after a few drinks Matt thought what he saw in her eyes was something 
erotic, testament to the rumors about her; but he knew it wasn’t that, or all that: she 
had, very young, been through a sort of pain that his children, and he and Ruth, had 
been spared. In the moments of his recognizing that pain, he wanted to tenderly 
touch her hair, wanted with some gesture to give her solace and hope. And he would 
glance at Frank, and hope they would love each other, hope Frank would soothe that 
pain in her heart, take it from her eyes; and her divorce, her age, and her children 
did not matter at all. On the first two evenings she did not bring her boys, and then 
Ruth asked her to bring them next time. In bed that night Ruth said, “She hasn’t 
brought them because she’s embarrassed. She shouldn’t feel embarrassed.”  

Richard Strout shot Frank in front of the boys. They were sitting on the living 
room floor watching television, Frank sitting on the couch, and Mary Ann just 
returning from the kitchen with a tray of sandwiches. Strout came in the front door 
and shot Frank twice in the chest and once in the face with a 9 mm. automatic. Then 
he looked at the boys and Mary Ann, and went home to wait for the police.  

It seemed to Matt that from the time Mary Ann called weeping to tell him until 
now; a Saturday night in September, sitting in the car with Willis, parked beside 
Strout’s car, waiting for the bar to close, that he had not so much moved through his 
life as wandered through it, his spirit like a dazed body bumping into furniture and 
corners. He had always been a fearful father: when his children were young, at the 
start of each summer he thought of them drowning in a pond or the sea, and he was 
relieved when he came home in the evenings and they were there; usually that relief 
was his only acknowledgment of his fear, which he never spoke of, and which he 
controlled within his heart. As he had when they were very young and all of them in 
turn, Cathleen too, were drawn to the high oak in the backyard, and had to climb it. 
Smiling, he watched them, imagining the fall: and he was poised to catch the small 
body before it hit the earth. Or his legs were poised; his hands were in his pockets or 
his arms were folded and, for the child looking down, he appeared relaxed and 
confident while his heart beat with the two words he wanted to call out but did not: 
Don’t fall. In winter he was less afraid: he made sure the ice would hold him before 
they skated, and he brought or sent them to places where they could sled without 
ending in the street. So he and his children had survived their childhood, and he 
only worried about them when he knew they were driving a long distance, and then 
he lost Frank in a way no father expected to lose his son, and he felt that all the fears 
he had borne while they were growing up, and all the grief he had been afraid of, 
had backed up like a huge wave and struck him on the beach and swept him out to 
sea. Each day he felt the same and when he was able to forget how he felt, when he 
was able to force himself not to feel that way, the eyes of his clerks and customers 

 
defeated him. He wished those eyes were oblivious, even cold; he felt he was 
withering in their tenderness. And beneath his listless wandering, every day in his 
soul he shot Richard Strout in the face; while Ruth, going about town on errands, 
kept seeing him. And at nights in bed she would hold Matt and cry or sometimes 
she was silent and Matt would touch her tightening arm, her clenched fist.  

As his own right fist was now, squeezing the butt of the revolver, the last of the 
drinkers having left the bar, talking to each other, going to their separate cars which were 
in the lot in front of the bar, out of Matt’s vision. He heard their voices, their cars, and 
then the ocean again, across the street. The tide was in and sometimes it smacked the sea 
wall. Through the windshield he looked at the dark red side wall of the bar, and then to 
his left, past Willis, at Strout’s car, and through its windows he could see the now-
emptied parking lot, the road, the sea wall. He could smell the sea.  

The front door of the bar opened and closed again and Willis looked at Matt 
then at the corner of the building; when Strout came around it alone Matt got out of 
the car, giving up the hope he had kept all night (and for the past week) that Strout 
would come out with friends, and Willis would simply drive away; thinking: All 
right then. All right; and he went around the front of Willis’s car, and at Strout’s he 
stopped and aimed over the hood at Strout’s blue shirt ten feet away. Willis was 
aiming too, crouched on Matt’s left, his elbow resting on the hood.  

“Mr. Fowler,” Strout said. He looked at each of them, and at the guns. “Mr. 
Trottier.”  

Then Matt, watching the parking lot and the road, walked quickly between 
the car and the building and stood behind Strout. He took one leather glove from 
his pocket and put it on his left hand. 

“Don’t talk. Unlock the front and back and get in.”  
Strout unlocked the front door, reached in and unlocked the back, then got in, 

and Matt slid into the back seat, closed the door with his gloved hand, and touched 
Strout’s head once with the muzzle. 

“It’s cocked. Drive to your house.” 
When Strout looked over his shoulder to back the car, Matt aimed at his temple 

and did not look at his eyes. 
“Drive slowly,” he said. “Don’t try to get stopped.”  
They drove across the empty front lot and onto the road, Willis’s headlights shining 

into the car; then back through town, the sea wall on the left hiding the beach, though far 
out Matt could see the ocean; he uncocked the revolver; on the right were the places, 
most with their neon signs off, that did so much business in summer: the lounges and 
cafés and pizza houses, the street itself empty of traffic, the way he and Willis had known 
it would be when they decided to take Strout at the bar rather than knock on his door at 
two o’clock one morning and risk that one insomniac neighbor. Matt had not told Willis 
he was afraid he could not be alone with Strout for very long, smell his smells, feel the 
presence of his flesh, hear his voice, and then shoot him. They left the beach town and 
then were on the high bridge over the channel: to the left the smacking curling white at 
the breakwater and beyond that the dark sea and the full moon, and down to his right the 
small fishing boats bobbing at anchor in the cove. When they left the bridge, the sea was 
blocked by abandoned beach cottages, and Matt’s left hand was sweating in the glove. 
Out here in the dark in the car he believed Ruth knew. Willis had come to his house at 
eleven and asked if he wanted a nightcap; Matt went to the bedroom for his wallet, put 
the  
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gloves in one trouser pocket and the .38 in the other and went back to the living 
room, his hand in his pocket covering the bulge of the cool cylinder pressed against 
his fingers, the butt against his palm. When Ruth said goodnight she looked at his 
face, and he felt she could see in his eyes the gun, and the night he was going to. But 
he knew he couldn’t trust what he saw. Willis’s wife had taken her sleeping pill, 
which gave her eight hours—the reason, Willis had told Matt, he had the alarms 
installed, for nights when he was late at the restaurant—and when it was all done 
and Willis got home he would leave ice and a trace of Scotch and soda in two 
glasses in the game room and tell Martha in the morning that he had left the 
restaurant early and brought Matt home for a drink. 

“He was making it with my wife.” Strout’s voice was careful, not pleading. Matt 
pressed the muzzle against Strout’s head, pressed it harder than he wanted  

to, feeling through the gun Strout’s head flinching and moving forward; then 
he lowered the gun to his lap. 

“Don’t talk,” he said.  
Strout did not speak again. They turned west, drove past the Dairy Queen closed 

until spring, and the two lobster restaurants that faced each other and were crowded 
all summer and were now also closed, onto the short bridge crossing the tidal 
stream, and over the engine Matt could hear through his open window the water 
rushing inland under the bridge; looking to his left he saw its swift moonlit current 
going back into the marsh which, leaving the bridge, they entered: the salt marsh 
stretching out on both sides, the grass tall in patches but mostly low and leaning 
earthward as though windblown, a large dark rock sitting as though it rested on 
nothing but itself, and shallow pools reflecting the bright moon. 

Beyond the marsh they drove through woods, Matt thinking now of the hole he 
and Willis had dug last Sunday afternoon after telling their wives they were going to 
Fenway Park. They listened to the game on a transistor radio, but heard none of it as 
they dug into the soft earth on the knoll they had chosen because elms and maples 
sheltered it. Already some leaves had fallen. When the hole was deep enough they 
covered it and the piled earth with dead branches, then cleaned their shoes and pants 
and went to a restaurant farther up in New Hampshire where they ate sandwiches 
and drank beer and watched the rest of the game on television. Looking at the back 
of Strout’s head he thought of Frank’s grave; he had not been back to it; but he 
would go before winter, and its second burial of snow.  

He thought of Frank sitting on the couch and perhaps talking to the children as 
they watched television, imagined him feeling young and strong, still warmed from 
the sun at the beach, and feeling loved, hearing Mary Ann moving about in the 
kitchen, hearing her walking into the living room; maybe he looked up at her and 
maybe she said something, looking at him over the tray of sandwiches, smiling at 
him, saying something the way women do when they offer food as a gift, then the 
front door opening and this son of a bitch coming in and Frank seeing that he 
meant the gun in his hand, this son of a bitch and his gun the last person and thing 
Frank saw on earth.  

When they drove into town the streets were nearly empty: a few slow cars, a 
policeman walking his beat past the darkened fronts of stores. Strout and Matt both 
glanced at him as they drove by. They were on the main street, and all the stoplights 
were blinking yellow. Willis and Matt had talked about that too: the lights changed 
at mid night, so there would be no place Strout had to stop and where he might try to 

run. Strout turned down the block where he lived and Willis’s headlights were no 
longer with Matt in the back seat. They had planned that too, had decided it was best 
for just the one car to go to the house, and again Matt had said nothing about his 
fear of being alone with Strout, especially in his house: a duplex, dark as all the 
houses on the street were, the street itself lit at the corner of each block. As Strout 
turned into the driveway Matt thought of the one insomniac neighbor, thought of 
some man or woman sitting alone in the dark living room, watching the all-night 
channel from Boston. When Strout stopped the car near the front of the house, Matt 
said: “Drive it to the back.” 

He touched Strout’s head with the muzzle. 
“You wouldn’t have it cocked, would you? For when I put on the brakes.” 
Matt cocked it, and said: “It is now.”  
Strout waited a moment; then he eased the car forward, the engine doing little 

more than idling, and as they approached the garage he gently braked. Matt opened 
the door, then took off the glove and put it in his pocket. He stepped out and shut 
the door with his hip and said: “All right.”  

Strout looked at the gun, then got out, and Matt followed him across the grass, 
and as Strout unlocked the door Matt looked quickly at the row of small backyards 
on either side, and scattered tall trees, some evergreens, others not, and he thought of 
the red and yellow leaves on the trees over the hole, saw them falling soon, probably 
in two weeks, dropping slowly, covering. Strout stepped into the kitchen. 

“Turn on the light.” 
Strout reached to the wall switch, and in the light Matt looked at his wide back, 

the dark blue shirt, the white belt, the red plaid pants.  
“Where’s your suitcase?” 
“My suitcase?” 
“Where is it.” 
“In the bedroom closet.” 
“That’s where we’re going then. When we get to a door you stop and turn on 

the light.”  
They crossed the kitchen, Matt glancing at the sink and stove and refrigerator: 

no dishes in the sink or even the dish rack beside it, no grease splashings on the 
stove, the refrigerator door clean and white. He did not want to look at any more but 
he looked quickly at all he could see: in the living room magazines and newspapers 
in a wicker basket, clean ashtrays, a record player, the records shelved next to it, 
then down the hall where, near the bedroom door, hung a color photograph of Mary 
Ann and the two boys sitting on a lawn—there was no house in the picture—Mary 
Ann smiling at the camera or Strout or whoever held the camera, smiling as she had 
on Matt’s lawn this summer while he waited for the charcoal and they all talked and 
he looked at her brown legs and at Frank touching her arm, her shoulder, her hair; 
he moved down the hall with her smile in his mind, wondering: was that when they 
were both playing around and she was smiling like that at him and they were happy, 
even sometimes, making it worth it? He recalled her eyes, the pain in them, and he 
was conscious of the circles of love he was touching with the hand that held the 
revolver so tightly now as Strout stopped at the door at the end of the hall.  

“There’s no wall switch.” 
“Where’s the light?” “By 
the bed.”  
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“Let’s go.”  
Matt stayed a pace behind, then Strout leaned over and the room was lighted: the 

bed, a double one, was neatly made; the ashtray on the bedside table clean, the 
bureau top dustless, and no photographs; probably so the girl—who was she?— 
would not have to see Mary Ann in the bedroom she believed was theirs. But 
because Matt was a father and a husband, though never an ex-husband, he knew 
(and did not want to know) that this bedroom had never been theirs alone. Strout 
turned around; Matt looked at his lips, his wide jaw, and thought of Frank’s doomed 
and fearful eyes looking up from the couch. 

“Where’s Mr. Trottier?”  
“He’s waiting. Pack clothes for warm weather.” 
“What’s going on?”  
“You’re jumping 
bail.” “Mr. Fowler—”  
He pointed the cocked revolver at Strout’s face. The barrel trembled but not 

much, not as much as he had expected. Strout went to the closet and got the 
suitcase from the floor and opened it on the bed. As he went to the bureau, he said: 
“He was making it with my wife. I’d go pick up my kids and he’d be there. 
Sometimes he spent the night. My boys told me.”  

He did not look at Matt as he spoke. He opened the top drawer and Matt stepped 
closer so he could see Strout’s hands: underwear and socks, the socks rolled, the 
underwear folded and stacked. He took them back to the bed, arranged them neatly 
in the suitcase, then from the closet he was taking shirts and trousers and a jacket; 
he laid them on the bed and Matt followed him to the bathroom and watched from 
the door while he packed his shaving kit; watched in the bedroom as he folded and 
packed those things a person accumulated and that became part of him so that at 
times in the store Matt felt he was selling more than clothes.  

“I wanted to try to get together with her again.” He was bent over the suitcase. 
“I couldn’t even talk to her. He was always with her. I’m going to jail for it; if I ever 
get out I’ll be an old man. Isn’t that enough?” 

“You’re not going to jail.” 
Strout closed the suitcase and faced Matt, looking at the gun. Matt went to his 

rear, so Stout was between him and the lighted hall; then using his handkerchief 
he turned off the lamp and said: “Let’s go.”  

They went down the hall, Matt looking again at the photograph, and through the 
living room and kitchen, Matt turning off the lights and talking, frightened that he 
was talking, that he was telling this lie he had not planned: “It’s the trial. We can’t go 
through that, my wife and me. So you’re leaving. We’ve got you a ticket, and a job. 
A friend of Mr. Trottier’s. Out west. My wife keeps seeing you. We can’t have that 
anymore.” 

Matt turned out the kitchen light and put the handkerchief in his pocket, and they 
went down the two brick steps and across the lawn. Stout put the suitcase on the 
floor of the back seat, then got into the front seat and Matt got in the back and put 
on his glove and shut the door.  

“They’ll catch me. They’ll check passenger lists.” 
“We didn’t use your name.” 
“They’ll figure that out too. You think I wouldn’t have done it myself if it 

was that easy?” 

 
He backed into the street, Matt looking down the gun barrel but not at 

the profiled face beyond it.  
“You were alone,” Matt said. “We’ve got it worked out.” 
“There’s no planes this time of night, Mr. Fowler.” 
“Go back through town. Then north on I-25.” 
They came to the corner and turned, and now Willis’s headlights were in the 

car with Matt. 
“Why north, Mr. Fowler?”  
“Somebody’s going to keep you for a while. They’ll take you to the airport.” He 

uncocked the hammer and lowered the revolver to his lap and said wearily: “No 
more talking.”  

As they drove back through town, Matt’s body sagged, going limp with his spirit 
and its new and false bond with Strout, the hope his lie had given Strout. He had 
grown up in this town whose streets had become places of apprehension and pain for 
Ruth as she drove and walked, doing what she had to do; and for him too, if only in 
his mind as he worked and chatted six days a week in his store; he wondered now if 
his lie would have worked, if sending Strout away would have been enough; but then 
he knew that just thinking of Strout in Montana or whatever place lay at the end of 
the lie he had told, thinking of him walking the streets there, loving a girl there (who 
was she?) would be enough to slowly rot the rest of his days. And Ruth’s. Again he 
was certain that she knew, that she was waiting for him.  

They were in New Hampshire now, on the narrow highway, passing the shopping 
center at the state line, and then houses and small stores and sandwich shops. There were 
few cars on the road. After ten minutes he raised his trembling hand, touched Strout’s 
neck with the gun, and said: “Turn in up here. At the dirt road.”  

Strout flicked on the indicator and slowed. 
“Mr. Fowler?” 
“They’re waiting here.” 
Strout turned very slowly, easing his neck away from the gun. In the moonlight 

the road was light brown, lighter and yellowed where the headlights shone; weeds 
and a few trees grew on either side of it, and ahead of them were the woods. 

“There’s nothing back here, Mr. Fowler.” 
“It’s for your car. You don’t think we’d leave it at the airport, do you?”  
He watched Strout’s large, big-knuckled hands tighten on the wheel, saw Frank’s 

face that night: not the stitches and bruised eye and swollen lips, but his own hand 
gently touching Frank’s jaw turn turning his wounds to the light. They rounded a 
bend in the road and were out of sight of the highway: tall trees all around them 
now, hiding the moon. When they reached the abandoned gravel pit on the left, the 
bare flat earth and steep pale embankment behind it, and the black crowns of trees at 
its top, Matt said: “Stop here.” 

Strout stopped but did not turn off the engine. Matt pressed the gun hard against 
his neck, and he straightened in the seat and looked in the rearview mirror, Matt’s 
eyes meeting his in the glass for an instant before looking at the hair at the end of the 
gun barrel. 

“Turn it off.”  
Strout did, then held the wheel with two hands, and looked in the mirror. 
“I’ll do twenty years, Mr. Fowler; at least. I’ll be forty-six years old.” 
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“That’s nine years younger than I am,” Matt said, and got out and took off the 
glove and kicked the door shut. He aimed at Strout’s ear and pulled back the 
hammer. Willis’s headlights were off and Matt heard him walking on the soft thin 
layer of dust, the hard earth beneath it. Strout opened the door, sat for a moment 
in the interior light, then stepped out onto the road. Now his face was pleading. 
Matt did not look at his eyes, but he could see it in the lips. 

“Just get the suitcase. They’re right up the road.”  
Willis was beside him now, to his left. Strout looked at both guns. Then he 

opened the back door, leaned in, and with a jerk brought the suitcase out. He 
was turning to face them when Matt said: “Just walk up the road. Just ahead.”  

Strout turned to walk, the suitcase in his right hand, and Matt and Willis 
followed; as Strout cleared the front of his car he dropped the suitcase and, ducking, 
took one step that was the beginning of a sprint to his right. The gun kicked in 
Matt’s hand, and the explosion of the shot surrounded him, isolated him in a nimbus 
of sound that cut him off from all his time, all his history, isolated him standing 
absolutely still on the dirt road with the gun in his hand, looking down at Richard 
Strout squirming on his belly, kicking one leg behind him, pushing himself forward, 
toward the woods. Then Matt went to him and shot him once in the back of the head.  

Driving south to Boston, wearing both gloves now, staying in the middle lane and 
looking often in the rearview mirror at Willis’s headlights, he relived the suitcase 
dropping, the quick dip and turn of Strout’s back, and the kick of the gun, the sound 
of the shot. When he walked to Strout, he still existed within the first shot, still 
trembled and breathed with it. The second shot and the burial seemed to be 
happening to someone else, someone he was watching. He and Willis each held an 
arm and pulled Strout face-down off the road and into the woods, his bouncing 
sliding belt white under the trees where it was so dark that when they stopped at the 
top of the knoll, panting and sweating, Matt could not see where Strout’s blue shirt 
ended and the earth began. They pulled off the branches then dragged Strout to the 
edge of the hole and went behind him and lifted his legs and pushed him in. They 
stood still for a moment. The woods were quiet save for their breathing, and Matt 
remembered hearing the movements of birds and small animals after the first shot. 
Or maybe he had not heard them. Willis went down to the road. Matt could see him 
clearly out on the tan dirt, could see the glint of Strout’s car and, beyond the road, 
the gravel pit. Willis came back up the knoll with the suitcase. He dropped it in the 
hole and took off his gloves and they went down to his car for the spades. They 
worked quietly. Sometimes they paused to listen to the woods. When they were 
finished Willis turned on his flashlight and they covered the earth with leaves and 
branches and then went down to spot in front of the car, and while Matt held the light 
Willis crouched and sprinkled dust on the blood, backing up till he reached the grass 
and leaves, then he used leaves until they had worked up to the grave again. They did 
not stop. They walked around the grave and through the woods, using the light on the 
ground, looking up through the trees to where they ended at the lake. Neither of them 
spoke above the sounds of their heavy and clumsy strides through low brush and 
over fallen branches. Then they reached it: wide and dark, lapping softly at the bank, 
pine needles smooth under Matt’s feet, moonlight on the lake, a small island near its 
middle, with black, tall evergreens. He took out the gun and threw for the island: 
taking two steps back on the pine needles, striding with the throw and going to one 

knee as he followed through, looking up to see the dark shapeless object 
arcing downward, splashing.  

They left Strout’s car in Boston, in front of an apartment building on 
Commonwealth Avenue. When they got back to town Willis drove slowly over the 
bridge and Matt threw the keys into the Merrimack. The sky was turning light. 
Willis let him out a block from his house, and walking home he listened for sounds 
from the houses he passed. They were quiet. A light was on in his living room. He 
turned it off and undressed in there, and went softly toward the bedroom; in the hail 
he smelled the smoke, and he stood in the bedroom doorway and looked at the 
orange of her cigarette in the dark. The curtains were closed. He went to the closet 
and put his shoes on the floor and felt for a hanger. 

“Did you do it?” she said.  
He went down the hall to the bathroom and in the dark he washed his hands 

and face. Then he went to her, lay on his back, and pulled the sheet up to his throat.  
“Are you all right?” she said. 
“I think so.”  
Now she touched him, lying on her side, her hand on his belly, his thigh. 
“Tell me,” she said.  
He started from the beginning, in the parking lot at the bar; but soon with his 

eyes closed and Ruth petting him, he spoke of Strout’s house: the order, the woman 
presence, the picture on the wall.  

“The way she was smiling,” he said. 
“What about it?”  
“I don’t know. Did you ever see Strout’s girl? When you saw him in town?” 
“I wonder who she was.”  
Then he thought: not was: is. Sleeping now she is his girl. He opened his eyes, then 

closed them again. There was more light beyond the curtains. With Ruth now he left 
Strout’s house and told again his lie to Strout, gave him again that hope that Strout must 
have for awhile believed, else he would have to believe only the gun pointed at him for 
the last two hours of his life. And with Ruth he saw again the dropping suitcase, the 
darting move to the right: and he told of the first shot, feeling her hand on him but his 
heart isolated still, beating on the road still in that explosion like thunder. He told her the 
rest, but the words had no images for him, he did not see himself doing what the words 
said he had done; he only saw himself on that road.  

“We can’t tell the other kids,” she said. “It’ll hurt them, thinking he got away. 
But we mustn’t.”  

She was holding him, wanting him, and he wished he could make love with her 
but he could not. He saw Frank and Mary Ann making love in her bed, their eyes 
closed, their bodies brown and smelling of the sea; the other girl was faceless, 
bodiless, but he felt her sleeping now; and he saw Frank and Strout, their faces alive; 
he saw red and yellow leaves failing to the earth, then snow: falling and freezing and 
falling; and holding Ruth, his cheek touching her breast, he shuddered with a sob 
that he kept silent in his heart. 
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by Joyce Carol Oates  
for Bob Dylan 

 
Her name was Connie. She was fifteen and she had a quick, nervous giggling 

habit of craning her neck to glance into mirrors or checking other people’s faces to 
make sure her own was all right. Her mother, who noticed everything and knew 
everything and who hadn’t much reason any longer to look at her own face, always 
scolded Connie about it. “Stop gawking at yourself. Who are you? You think you’re 
so pretty?” she would say. Connie would raise her eyebrows at these familiar old 
complaints and look right through her mother, into a shadowy vision of herself as she 
was right at that moment: she knew she was pretty and that was everything. Her 
mother had been pretty once too, if you could believe those old snapshots in the 
album, but now her looks were gone and that was why she was always after Connie.  

“Why don’t you keep your room clean like your sister? How’ve you got your hair 
fixed—what the hell stinks? Hair spray? You don’t see your sister using that junk.”  

Her sister June was twenty-four and still lived at home. She was a secretary in 
the high school Connie attended, and if that wasn’t bad enough—with her in the 
same building—she was so plain and chunky and steady that Connie had to hear her 
praised all the time by her mother and her mother’s sisters. June did this, June did 
that, she saved money and helped clean the house and cookedand Connie couldn’t 
do a thing, her mind was all filled with trashy daydreams. Their father was away at 
work most of the time and when he came home he wanted supper and he read the 
newspaper at supper and after supper he went to bed. He didn’t bother talking much 
to them, but around his bent head Connie’s mother kept picking at her until Connie 
wished her mother was dead and she herself was dead and it was all over. “She 
makes me want to throw up sometimes,” she complained to her friends. She had a 
high, breathless, amused voice that made everything she said sound a little forced, 
whether it was sincere or not.  

There was one good thing: June went places with girl friends of hers, girls who 
were just as plain and steady as she, and so when Connie wanted to do that her 
mother had no objections. The father of Connie’s best girl friend drove the girls the 
three miles to town and left them at a shopping plaza so they could walk through 
the stores or go to a movie, and when he came to pick them up again at eleven he 
never bothered to ask what they had done.  

They must have been familiar sights, walking around the shopping plaza in 
their shorts and flat ballerina slippers that always scuffed the sidewalk, with charm 

bracelets jingling on their thin wrists; they would lean together to whisper and laugh 
secretly if someone passed who amused or interested them. Connie had long dark 
blond hair that drew anyone’s eye to it, and she wore part of it pulled up on her head 
and puffed out and the rest of it she let fall down her back. She wore a pull-over 
jersey blouse that looked one way when she was at home and another way when she 
was away from home. Everything about her had two sides to it, one for home and 
one for anywhere that was not home: her walk, which could be childlike and 
bobbing, or languid enough to make anyone think she was hearing music in her head; 
her mouth, which was pale and smirking most of the time, but bright and pink on 
these evenings out; her laugh, which was cynical and drawling at home—”Ha, ha, 
very funny,”—but high-pitched and nervous anywhere else, like the jingling of the 
charms on her bracelet. 

Sometimes they did go shopping or to a movie, but sometimes they went across 
the highway, ducking fast across the busy road, to a drive-in restaurant where older 
kids hung out. The restaurant was shaped like a big bottle, though squatter than a 
real bottle, and on its cap was a revolving figure of a grinning boy holding a 
hamburger aloft. One night in midsummer they ran across, breathless with daring, 
and right away someone leaned out a car window and invited them over, but it was 
just a boy from high school they didn’t like. It made them feel good to be able to 
ignore him. They went up through the maze of parked and cruising cars to the 
bright-lit, fly-infested restaurant, their faces pleased and expectant as if they were 
entering a sacred building that loomed up out of the night to give them what haven 
and blessing they yearned for. They sat at the counter and crossed their legs at the 
ankles, their thin shoulders rigid with excitement, and listened to the music that 
made everything so good: the music was always in the background, like music at a 
church service; it was something to depend upon.  

A boy named Eddie came in to talk with them. He sat backwards on his stool, 
turning himself jerkily around in semicircles and then stopping and turning back 
again, and after a while he asked Connie if she would like something to eat. She said 
she would and so she tapped her friend’s arm on her way out—her friend pulled her 
face up into a brave, droll look—and Connie said she would meet her at eleven, 
across the way. “I just hate to leave her like that,” Connie said earnestly, but the boy 
said that she wouldn’t be alone for long. So they went out to his car, and on the way 
Connie couldn’t help but let her eyes wander over the windshields and faces all 
around her, her face gleaming with a joy that had nothing to do with Eddie or even 
this place; it might have been the music. She drew her shoulders up and sucked in 
her breath with the pure pleasure of being alive, and just at that moment she 
happened to glance at a face just a few feet from hers. It was a boy with shaggy 
black hair, in a convertible jalopy painted gold. He stared at her and then his lips 
widened into a grin. Connie slit her eyes at him and turned away, but she couldn’t 
help glancing back and there he was, still watching her. He wagged a finger and 
laughed and said, “Gonna get you, baby,” and Connie turned away again without 
Eddie noticing anything.  

She spent three hours with him, at the restaurant where they ate hamburgers and 
drank Cokes in wax cups that were always sweating, and then down an alley a mile 
or so away, and when he left her off at five to eleven only the movie house was still 
open at the plaza. Her girl friend was there, talking with a boy. When Connie came 
up, the two girls smiled at each other and Connie said, “How was the movie?” and  
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the girl said, ‘You should know.” They rode off with the girl’s father, sleepy and 
pleased, and Connie couldn’t help but look back at the darkened shopping plaza with 
its big empty parking lot and its signs that were faded and ghostly now, and over at 
the drive-in restaurant where cars were still circling tirelessly. She couldn’t hear the 
music at this distance. 

Next morning June asked her how the movie was and Connie said, “So-so.”  
She and that girl and occasionally another girl went out several times a week, 

and the rest of the time Connie spent around the house—it was summer vacation— 
getting in her mother s way and thinking, dreaming about the boys she met. But all 
the boys fell back and dissolved into a single face that was not even a face but an 
idea, a feeling, mixed up with the urgent insistent pounding of the music and the 
humid night air of July. Connie’s mother kept dragging her back to the daylight by 
finding things for her to do or saying suddenly, ‘What’s this about the Pettinger 
girl?”  

And Connie would say nervously, “Oh, her. That dope.” She always drew thick 
clear lines between herself and such girls, and her mother was simple and kind 
enough to believe it. Her mother was so simple, Connie thought, that it was maybe 
cruel to fool her so much. Her mother went scuffling around the house in old 
bedroom slippers and complained over the telephone to one sister about the other, 
then the other called up and the two of them complained about the third one. If 
June’s name was mentioned her mother’s tone was approving, and if Connie’s name 
was mentioned it was disapproving. This did not really mean she disliked Connie, 
and actually Connie thought that her mother preferred her to June just because she 
was prettier, but the two of them kept up a pretense of exasperation, a sense that they 
were tugging and struggling over something of little value to either of them. 
Sometimes, over coffee, they were almost friends, but something would come up— 
some vexation that was like a fly buzzing suddenly around their heads—and their 
faces went hard with contempt.  

One Sunday Connie got up at eleven—none of them bothered with church—and 
washed her hair so that it could dry all day long in the sun. Her parents and sister 
were going to a barbecue at an aunt’s house and Connie said no, she wasn’t 
interested, rolling her eyes to let her mother know just what she thought of it. “Stay 
home alone then,” her mother said sharply. Connie sat out back in a lawn chair and 
watched them drive away, her father quiet and bald, hunched around so that he 
could back the car out, her mother with a look that was still angry and not at all 
softened through the windshield, and in the back seat poor old June, all dressed up 
as if she didn’t know what a barbecue was, with all the running yelling kids and the 
flies. Connie sat with her eyes closed in the sun, dreaming and dazed with the 
warmth about her as if this were a kind of love, the caresses of love, and her mind 
slipped over onto thoughts of the boy she had been with the night before and how 
nice he had been, how sweet it always was, not the way someone like June would 
suppose but sweet, gentle, the way it was in movies and promised in songs; and 
when she opened her eyes she hardly knew where she was, the back yard ran off 
into weeds and a fence-like line of trees and behind it the sky was perfectly blue and 
still. The asbestos ranch house that was now three years old startled her—it looked 
small. She shook her head as if to get awake.  

It was too hot. She went inside the house and turned on the radio to drown out the 
quiet. She sat on the edge of her bed, barefoot, and listened for an hour and a half to 

a program called XYZ Sunday Jamboree, record after record of hard, fast, 
shrieking songs she sang along with, interspersed by exclamations from “Bobby 
King”: “An’ look here, you girls at Napoleon’s—Son and Charley want you to pay 
real close attention to this song coming up!”  

And Connie paid close attention herself, bathed in a glow of slow-pulsed joy that 
seemed to rise mysteriously out of the music itself and lay languidly about the airless 
little room, breathed in and breathed out with each gentle rise and fall of her chest.  

After a while she heard a car coming up the drive. She sat up at once, startled, 
because it couldn’t be her father so soon. The gravel kept crunching all the way in 
from the road—the driveway was long—and Connie ran to the window. It was a car 
she didn’t know. It was an open jalopy, painted a bright gold that caught the sunlight 
opaquely. Her heart began to pound and her fingers snatched at her hair, checking it, 
and she whispered, “Christ. Christ,” wondering how bad she looked. The car came to 
a stop at the side door and the horn sounded four short taps, as if this were a signal 
Connie knew.  

She went into the kitchen and approached the door slowly, then hung out the 
screen door, her bare toes curling down off the step. There were two boys in the 
car and now she recognized the driver: he had shaggy, shabby black hair that 
looked crazy as a wig and he was grinning at her. 

“I ain’t late, am I?” he said. 
“Who the hell do you think you are?” Connie said. 
“Toldja I’d be out, didn’t I?” 
“I don’t even know who you are.”  
She spoke sullenly, careful to show no interest or pleasure, and he spoke in a fast, 

bright monotone. Connie looked past him to the other boy, taking her time. He had 
fair brown hair, with a lock that fell onto his forehead. His sideburns gave him a 
fierce, embarrassed look, but so far he hadn’t even bothered to glance at her. Both 
boys wore sunglasses. The driver’s glasses were metallic and mirrored everything in 
miniature. 

“You wanta come for a ride?” he said.  
Connie smirked and let her hair fall loose over one shoulder. 
“Don’tcha like my car? New paint job,” he said. “Hey.” 
“What?” 
“You’re cute.”  
She pretended to fidget, chasing flies away from the door. 
“Don’tcha believe me, or what?” he said. 
“Look, I don’t even know who you are,” Connie said in disgust.  
“Hey, Ellie’s got a radio, see. Mine broke down.” He lifted his friend’s arm and 

showed her the little transistor radio the boy was holding, and now Connie began 
to hear the music. It was the same program that was playing inside the house. 

“Bobby King?” she said. 
“I listen to him all the time. I think he’s great.” 
“He’s kind of great,” Connie said reluctantly. 
“Listen, that guy’s great. He knows where the action is.”  
Connie blushed a little, because the glasses made it impossible for her to see just 

what this boy was looking at. She couldn’t decide if she liked him or if he was just a 
jerk, and so she dawdled in the doorway and wouldn’t come down or go back 
inside. She said, “What’s all that stuff painted on your car?”  
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“Can’tcha read it?” He opened the door very carefully, as if he were afraid it 
might fall off. He slid out just as carefully, planting his feet firmly on the ground, the 
tiny metallic world in his glasses slowing down like gelatine hardening, and in the 
midst of it Connie’s bright green blouse. “This here is my name, to begin with, he 
said. ARNOLD FRIEND was written in tarlike black letters on the side, with a 
drawing of a round, grinning face that reminded Connie of a pumpkin, except it wore 
sunglasses. “I wanta introduce myself, I’m Arnold Friend and that’s my real name 
and I’m gonna be your friend, honey, and inside the car’s Ellie Oscar, he’s kinda 
shy.” Ellie brought his transistor radio up to his shoulder and balanced it there. 
“Now, these numbers are a secret code, honey,” Arnold Friend explained. He read 
off the numbers 33, 19, 17 and raised his eyebrows at her to see what she thought of 
that, but she didn’t think much of it. The left rear fender had been smashed and 
around it was written, on the gleaming gold background: DONE BY CRAZY 
WOMAN DRIVER. Connie had to laugh at that. Arnold Friend was pleased at her 
laughter and looked up at her. “Around the other side’s a lot more —you wanta come 
and see them?”  

“No.” “Why 
not?” 
“Why should I?”  
“Don’tcha wanta see what’s on the car? Don’tcha wanta go for a ride?” 
“I don’t know.” 
“Why not?”  
“I got things to do.” 
“Like what?” 
“Things.”  
He laughed as if she had said something funny. He slapped his thighs. He was 

standing in a strange way, leaning back against the car as if he were balancing himself. 
He wasn’t tall, only an inch or so taller than she would be if she came down to him. 
Connie liked the way he was dressed, which was the way all of them dressed: tight faded 
jeans stuffed into black, scuffed boots, a belt that pulled his waist in and showed how 
lean he was, and a white pull-over shirt that was a little soiled and showed the hard small 
muscles of his arms and shoulders. He looked as if he probably did hard work, lifting and 
carrying things. Even his neck looked muscular. And his face was a familiar face, 
somehow: the jaw and chin and cheeks slightly darkened because he hadn’t shaved for a 
day or two, and the nose long and hawklike, sniffing as if she were a treat he was going 
to gobble up and it was all a joke.  

“Connie, you ain’t telling the truth. This is your day set aside for a ride with 
me and you know it,” he said, still laughing. The way he straightened and 
recovered from his fit of laughing showed that it had been all fake.  

“How do you know what my name is?” she said suspiciously. 
“It’s Connie.” 
“Maybe and maybe not.” 
“I know my Connie,” he said, wagging his finger. Now she remembered him 

even better, back at the restaurant, and her cheeks warmed at the thought of how she 
had sucked in her breath just at the moment she passed him—how she must have 
looked to him. And he had remembered her. “Ellie and I come out here especially 
for you,” he said. “Ellie can sit in back. How about it?” 

“Where?” 

“Where what?” 
“Where’re we going?”  
He looked at her. He took off the sunglasses and she saw how pale the skin 

around his eyes was, like holes that were not in shadow but instead in light. His 
eyes were like chips of broken glass that catch the light in an amiable way. He 
smiled. It was as if the idea of going for a ride somewhere, to someplace, was a new 
idea to him. 

“Just for a ride, Connie sweetheart.” 
“I never said my name was Connie,” she said.  
“But I know what it is. I know your name and all about you, lots of things,” 

Arnold Friend said. He had not moved yet but stood still leaning back against the 
side of his jalopy. “I took a special interest in you, such a pretty girl, and found out 
all about you—like I know your parents and sister are gone somewheres and I 
know where and how long they’re going to be gone, and I know who you were with 
last night, and your best girl friend’s name is Betty. Right?”  

He spoke in a simple lilting voice, exactly as if he were reciting the words to a 
song. His smile assured her that everything was fine. In the car Ellie turned up the 
volume on his radio and did not bother to look around at them. 

“Ellie can sit in the back seat,” Arnold Friend said. He indicated his friend with a 
casual jerk of his chin, as if Ellie did not count and she should not bother with him. 

“How’d you find out all that stuff?” Connie said.  
“Listen: Betty Schultz and Tony Fitch and Jimmy Pettinger and Nancy 

Pettinger,” he said in a chant. “Raymond Stanley and Bob Hutter—”  
“Do you know all those 
kids?” “I know everybody.”  
“Look, you’re kidding. You’re not from around here.” 
“Sure.” 
“But—how come we never saw you before?” 
“Sure you saw me before,” he said. He looked down at his boots, as if he were a 

little offended. “You just don’t remember.” 
“I guess I’d remember you,” Connie said.  
“Yeah?” He looked up at this, beaming. He was pleased. He began to mark time 

with the music from Ellie’s radio, tapping his fists lightly together. Connie looked 
away from his smile to the car, which was painted so bright it almost hurt her eyes 
to look at it. She looked at that name, ARNOLD FRIEND. And up at the front 
fender was an expression that was familiar—MAN THE FLYING SAUCERS. It 
was an expression kids had used the year before but didn’t use this year. She looked 
at it for a while as if the words meant something to her that she did not yet know.  

“What’re you thinking about? Huh?” Arnold Friend demanded. “Not worried 
about your hair blowing around in the car, are you?” 

“No.” 
“Think I maybe can’t drive good?” 
“How do I know?”  
“You’re a hard girl to handle. How come?” he said. “Don’t you know I’m your 

friend? Didn’t you see me put my sign in the air when you walked by?” 
“What sign?” 
“My sign.” And he drew an X in the air, leaning out toward her. They were 

maybe ten feet apart. After his hand fell back to his side the X was still in the air,  
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almost visible. Connie let the screen door close and stood perfectly still inside it, 
listening to the music from her radio and the boy’s blend together. She stared at 
Arnold Friend. He stood there so stiffly relaxed, pretending to be relaxed, with one 
hand idly on the door handle as if he were keeping himself up that way and had no 
intention of ever moving again. She recognized most things about him, the tight 
jeans that showed his thighs and buttocks and the greasy leather boots and the tight 
shirt, and even that slippery friendly smile of his, that sleepy dreamy smile that all 
the boys used to get across ideas they didn’t want to put into words. She recognized 
all this and also the singsong way he talked, slightly mocking, kidding, but serious 
and a little melancholy, and she recognized the way he tapped one fist against the 
other in homage to the perpetual music behind him. But all these things did not 
come together. 

She said suddenly, “Hey, how old are you?” 
His smiled faded. She could see then that he wasn’t a kid, he was much older— 

thirty, maybe more. At this knowledge her heart began to pound faster.  
“That’s a crazy thing to ask. Can’tcha see I’m your own age?” 
“Like hell you are.”  
“Or maybe a couple years older. I’m eighteen.” 
“Eighteen?” she said doubtfully.  
He grinned to reassure her and lines appeared at the corners of his mouth. His 

teeth were big and white. He grinned so broadly his eyes became slits and she saw 
how thick the lashes were, thick and black as if painted with a black tarlike material. 
Then, abruptly, he seemed to become embarrassed and looked over his shoulder at 
Ellie. “Him, he’s crazy,” he said. “Ain’t he a riot? He’s a nut, a real character.” Ellie 
was still listening to the music. His sunglasses told nothing about what he was 
thinking. He wore a bright orange shirt unbuttoned halfway to show his chest, which 
was a pale, bluish chest and not muscular like Arnold Friend’s. His shirt collar was 
turned up all around and the very tips of the collar pointed out past his chin as if 
they were protecting him. He was pressing the transistor radio up against his ear and 
sat there in a kind of daze, right in the sun. 

“He’s kinda strange,” Connie said. 
“Hey, she says you’re kinda strange! Kinda strange!” Arnold Friend cried. He 

pounded on the car to get Ellie’s attention. Ellie turned for the first time and Connie 
saw with shock that he wasn’t a kid either—he had a fair, hairless face, cheeks 
reddened slightly as if the veins grew too close to the surface of his skin, the face of 
a forty-year-old baby. Connie felt a wave of dizziness rise in her at this sight and 
she stared at him as if waiting for something to change the shock of the moment, 
make it all right again. Ellie’s lips kept shaping words, mumbling along with the 
words blasting in his ear. 

“Maybe you two better go away,” Connie said faintly.  
“What? How come?” Arnold Friend cried. “We come out here to take you for a 

ride. It’s Sunday.” He had the voice of the man on the radio now. It was the same 
voice, Connie thought. “Don’tcha know it’s Sunday all day? And honey, no matter 
who you were with last night, today you’re with Arnold Friend and don’t you 
forget it! Maybe you better step out here,” he said, and this last was in a different 
voice. It was a little flatter, as if the heat was finally getting to him.  

“No. I got things to do.” 
“Hey.” 

“You two better leave.”  
“We ain’t leaving until you come with us.” 
“Like hell I am—” 
“Connie, don’t fool around with me. I mean—I mean, don’t fool around,” he said, 

shaking his head. He laughed incredulously. He placed his sunglasses on top of his head, 
carefully, as if he were indeed wearing a wig, and brought the stems down behind his 
ears. Connie stared at him, another wave of dizziness and fear rising in her so that for a 
moment he wasn’t even in focus but was just a blur standing there against his gold car, 
and she had the idea that he had driven up the driveway all right but had come from 
nowhere before that and belonged nowhere and that everything about him and even 
about the music that was so familiar to her was only half real.  

“If my father comes and sees you—” 
“He ain’t coming. He’s at a barbecue.” 
“How do you know that?”  
“Aunt Tillie’s. Right now they’re uh—they’re drinking. Sitting around,” he said 

vaguely, squinting as if he were staring all the way to town and over to Aunt Tillie’s 
back yard. Then the vision seemed to get clear and he nodded energetically. “Yeah. 
Sitting around. There’s your sister in a blue dress, huh? And high heels, the poor 
sad bitch—nothing like you, sweetheart! And your mother’s helping some fat 
woman with the corn, they’re cleaning the corn—husking the corn—” 

“What fat woman?” Connie cried.  
“How do I know what fat woman, I don’t know every goddamn fat woman in 

the world!” Arnold Friend laughed.  
“Oh, that’s Mrs. Hornsby . . . . Who invited her?” Connie said. She felt a 

little lightheaded. Her breath was coming quickly.  
“She’s too fat. I don’t like them fat. I like them the way you are, honey,” he said, 

smiling sleepily at her. They stared at each other for a while through the screen door. 
He said softly, “Now, what you’re going to do is this: you’re going to come out that 
door. You’re going to sit up front with me and Ellie’s going to sit in the back, the 
hell with Ellie, right? This isn’t Ellie’s date. You’re my date. I’m your lover, honey.” 

“What? You’re crazy—”  
“Yes, I’m your lover. You don’t know what that is but you will,” he said. “I 

know that too. I know all about you. But look: it’s real nice and you couldn’t ask for 
nobody better than me, or more polite. I always keep my word. I’ll tell you how it is, 
I’m always nice at first, the first time. I’ll hold you so tight you won’t think you have 
to try to get away or pretend anything because you’ll know you can’t. And I’ll come 
inside you where it’s all secret and you’ll give in to me and you’ll love me “  

“Shut up! You’re crazy!” Connie said. She backed away from the door. She put 
her hands up against her ears as if she’d heard something terrible, something not 
meant for her. “People don’t talk like that, you’re crazy,” she muttered. Her heart 
was almost too big now for her chest and its pumping made sweat break out all over 
her. She looked out to see Arnold Friend pause and then take a step toward the 
porch, lurching. He almost fell. But, like a clever drunken man, he managed to catch 
his balance. He wobbled in his high boots and grabbed hold of one of the porch 
posts.  

“Honey?” he said. “You still listening?” 
“Get the hell out of here!” 
“Be nice, honey. Listen.”  
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“I’m going to call the police—”  
He wobbled again and out of the side of his mouth came a fast spat curse, an 

aside not meant for her to hear. But even this “Christ!” sounded forced. Then he 
began to smile again. She watched this smile come, awkward as if he were smiling 
from inside a mask. His whole face was a mask, she thought wildly, tanned down 
to his throat but then running out as if he had plastered make-up on his face but had 
forgotten about his throat.  

“Honey—? Listen, here’s how it is. I always tell the truth and I promise you 
this: I ain’t coming in that house after you.”  

“You better not! I’m going to call the police if you—if you don’t—” 
“Honey,” he said, talking right through her voice, “honey, I’m not coming in 

there but you are coming out here. You know why?”  
She was panting. The kitchen looked like a place she had never seen before, 

some room she had run inside but that wasn’t good enough, wasn’t going to help her. 
The kitchen window had never had a curtain, after three years, and there were dishes 
in the sink for her to do—probably—and if you ran your hand across the table you’d 
probably feel something sticky there. 

“You listening, honey? Hey?” “—going to call the police—”  
“Soon as you touch the phone I don’t need to keep my promise and can 

come inside. You won’t want that.”  
She rushed forward and tried to lock the door. Her fingers were shaking. “But 

why lock it,” Arnold Friend said gently, talking right into her face. “It’s just a screen 
door. It’s just nothing.” One of his boots was at a strange angle, as if his foot wasn’t 
in it. It pointed out to the left, bent at the ankle. “I mean, anybody can break through 
a screen door and glass and wood and iron or anything else if he needs to, anybody 
at all, and specially Arnold Friend. If the place got lit up with a fire, honey, you’d 
come runnin’ out into my arms, right into my arms an’ safe at home—like you knew 
I was your lover and’d stopped fooling around. I don’t mind a nice shy girl but I 
don’t like no fooling around.” Part of those words were spoken with a slight 
rhythmic lilt, and Connie somehow recognized them—the echo of a song from last 
year, about a girl rushing into her boy friend’s arms and coming home again—  

Connie stood barefoot on the linoleum floor, staring at him. “What do 
you want?” she whispered.  

“I want you,” he said. 
“What?”  
“Seen you that night and thought, that’s the one, yes sir. I never needed to 

look anymore.”  
“But my father’s coming back. He’s coming to get me. I had to wash my 

hair first—’’ She spoke in a dry, rapid voice, hardly raising it for him to hear.  
“No, your daddy is not coming and yes, you had to wash your hair and you washed 

it for me. It’s nice and shining and all for me. I thank you sweetheart,” he said with a 
mock bow, but again he almost lost his balance. He had to bend and adjust his boots. 
Evidently his feet did not go all the way down; the boots must have been stuffed with 
something so that he would seem taller. Connie stared out at him and behind him at 
Ellie in the car, who seemed to be looking off toward Connie’s right, into nothing. This 
Ellie said, pulling the words out of the air one after another as if he were just 
discovering them, “You want me to pull out the phone?” 

 
“Shut your mouth and keep it shut,” Arnold Friend said, his face red from 

bending over or maybe from embarrassment because Connie had seen his 
boots. “This ain’t none of your business.”  

“What—what are you doing? What do you want?” Connie said. “If I call 
the police they’ll get you, they’ll arrest you—”  

“Promise was not to come in unless you touch that phone, and I’ll keep that 
promise,” he said. He resumed his erect position and tried to force his shoulders 
back. He sounded like a hero in a movie, declaring something important. But he 
spoke too loudly and it was as if he were speaking to someone behind Connie. “I 
ain’t made plans for coming in that house where I don’t belong but just for you 
to come out to me, the way you should. Don’t you know who I am?”  

“You’re crazy,” she whispered. She backed away from the door but did not 
want to go into another part of the house, as if this would give him permission to 
come through the door. “What do you . . . you’re crazy, you. . . .” 

“Huh? What’re you saying, honey?”  
Her eyes darted everywhere in the kitchen. She could not remember what it 

was, this room.  
“This is how it is, honey: you come out and we’ll drive away, have a nice 

ride. But if you don’t come out we’re gonna wait till your people come home and 
then they’re all going to get it.”  

“You want that telephone pulled out?” Ellie said. He held the radio away 
from his ear and grimaced, as if without the radio the air was too much for him.  

“I toldja shut up, Ellie,” Arnold Friend said, “you’re deaf, get a hearing aid, 
right? Fix yourself up. This little girl’s no trouble and’s gonna be nice to me, so Ellie 
keep to yourself, this ain’t your date right? Don’t hem in on me, don’t hog, don’t 
crush, don’t bird dog, don’t trail me,” he said in a rapid, meaningless voice, as if he 
were running through all the expressions he’d learned but was no longer sure which 
of them was in style, then rushing on to new ones, making them up with his eyes 
closed. “Don’t crawl under my fence, don’t squeeze in my chipmonk hole, don’t 
sniff my glue, suck my popsicle, keep your own greasy fingers on yourself!” He 
shaded his eyes and peered in at Connie, who was backed against the kitchen table. 
“Don’t mind him, honey, he’s just a creep. He’s a dope. Right? I’m the boy for you, 
and like I said, you come out here nice like a lady and give me your hand, and 
nobody else gets hurt, I mean, your nice old bald-headed daddy and your mummy 
and your sister in her high heels. Because listen: why bring them in this?” 

“Leave me alone,” Connie whispered.  
“Hey, you know that old woman down the road, the one with the chickens 

and stuff—you know her?” 
“She’s dead!”  
“Dead? What? You know her?” Arnold Friend said. 
“She’s dead—” 
“Don’t you like her?” 
“She’s dead—she’s—she isn’t here anymore—” 
But don’t you like her, I mean, you got something against her? Some grudge or 

something?” Then his voice dipped as if he were conscious of a rudeness. He 
touched the sunglasses perched up on top of his head as if to make sure they were 
still there. “Now, you be a good girl.” 

‘What are you going to do?”  
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“Just two things, or maybe three,” Arnold Friend said. “But I promise it won’t 
last long and you’ll like me the way you get to like people you’re close to. You will. 
It’s all over for you here, so come on out. You don’t want your people in any 
trouble, do you?”  

She turned and bumped against a chair or something, hurting her leg, but she 
ran into the back room and picked up the telephone. Something roared in her ear, a 
tiny roaring, and she was so sick with fear that she could do nothing but listen to 
it—the telephone was clammy and very heavy and her fingers groped down to the 
dial but were too weak to touch it. She began to scream into the phone, into the 
roaring. She cried out, she cried for her mother, she felt her breath start jerking back 
and forth in her lungs as if it were something Arnold Friend was stabbing her with 
again and again with no tenderness. A noisy sorrowful wailing rose all about her 
and she was locked inside it the way she was locked inside this house.  

After a while she could hear again. She was sitting on the floor with her wet 
back against the wall.  

Arnold Friend was saying from the door, “That’s a good girl. Put the 
phone back.”  

She kicked the phone away from her. 
“No, honey. Pick it up. Put it back right.”  
She picked it up and put it back. The dial tone stopped. 
“That’s a good girl. Now, you come outside.”  
She was hollow with what had been fear but what was now just an emptiness. All 

that screaming had blasted it out of her. She sat, one leg cramped under her, and 
deep inside her brain was something like a pinpoint of light that kept going and 
would not let her relax. She thought, I’m not going to see my mother again. She 
thought, I’m not going to sleep in my bed again. Her bright green blouse was all wet.  

Arnold Friend said, in a gentle-loud voice that was like a stage voice, “The place 
where you came from ain’t there anymore, and where you had in mind to go is 
cancelled out. This place you are now—inside your daddy’s house—is nothing but a 
cardboard box I can knock down any time. You know that and always did know it. 
You hear me?” 

She thought, I have got to think. I have got to know what to do.  
“We’ll go out to a nice field, out in the country here where it smells so nice and 

it’s sunny,” Arnold Friend said. “I’ll have my arms tight around you so you won’t 
need to try to get away and I’ll show you what love is like, what it does. The hell 
with this house! It looks solid all right,” he said. He ran a fingernail down the 
screen and the noise did not make Connie shiver, as it would have the day before. 
“Now, put your hand on your heart, honey. Feel that? That feels solid too but we 
know better. Be nice to me, be sweet like you can because what else is there for a 
girl like you but to be sweet and pretty and give in?—and get away before her 
people come back?”  

She felt her pounding heart. Her hand seemed to enclose it. She thought for the 
first time in her life that it was nothing that was hers, that belonged to her, but just 
a pounding, living thing inside this body that wasn’t really hers either.  

“You don’t want them to get hurt,” Arnold Friend went on. “Now, get up, 
honey. Get up all by yourself.” 

She stood. 

“Now, turn this way. That’s right. Come over here to me.— Ellie, put that away, 
didn’t I tell you? You dope. You miserable creepy dope,” Arnold Friend said. His 
words were not angry but only part of an incantation. The incantation was kindly. 
“Now come out through the kitchen to me, honey, and let’s see a smile, try it, you’re 
a brave, sweet little girl and now they’re eating corn and hot dogs cooked to 
bursting over an outdoor fire, and they don’t know one thing about you and never 
did and honey, you’re better than them because not a one of them would have done 
this for you.” 

Connie felt the linoleum under her feet; it was cool. She brushed her hair back 
out of her eyes. Arnold Friend let go of the post tentatively and opened his arms 
for her, his elbows pointing in toward each other and his wrists limp, to show that 
this was an embarrassed embrace and a little mocking, he didn’t want to make her 
self-conscious.  

She put out her hand against the screen. She watched herself push the door 
slowly open as if she were back safe somewhere in the other doorway, watching this 
body and this head of long hair moving out into the sunlight where Arnold Friend 
waited.  

“My sweet little blue-eyed girl,” he said in a half-sung sigh that had nothing to 
do with her brown eyes but was taken up just the same by the vast sunlit reaches of 
the land behind him and on all sides of him—so much land that Connie had never 
seen before and did not recognize except to know that she was going to it. 
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by John Updike 
 

In walks these three girls in nothing but bathing suits. I’m in the third check-out 
slot, with my back to the door, so I don’t see them until they’re over by the bread. 
The one that caught my eye first was the one in the plaid green two-piece. She was 
a chunky kid, with a good tan and a sweet broad soft-looking can with those two 
crescents of white just under it, where the sun never seems to hit, at the top of the 
backs of her legs. I stood there with my hand on a box of HiHo crackers trying to 
remember if I rang it up or not. I ring it up again and the customer starts giving me 
hell. She’s one of these cash-register-watchers, a witch about fifty with rouge on her 
cheekbones and no eyebrows, and I know it made her day to trip me up. She’d been 
watching cash registers forty years and probably never seen a mistake before. 

By the time I got her feathers smoothed and her goodies into a bag—she gives 
me a little snort in passing, if she’d been born at the right time they would have 
burned her over in Salem—by the time I get her on her way the girls had circled 
around the bread and were coming back, without a pushcart, back my way along the 
counters, in the aisle between the check-outs and the Special bins. They didn’t even 
have shoes on. There was this chunky one, with the two-piece—it was bright green 
and the seams on the bra were still sharp and her belly was still pretty pale so I 
guessed she just got it (the suit) —there was this one, with one of those chubby 
berry-faces, the lips all bunched together under her nose, this one, and a tall one, 
with black hair that hadn’t quite frizzed right, and one of these sunburns right across 
under the eyes, and a chin that was too long —you know, the kind of girl other girls 
think is very “striking” and “attractive” but never quite makes it, as they very well 
know, which is why they like her so much —and then the third one, that wasn’t 
quite so tall. She was the queen. She kind of led them, the other two peeking around 
and making their shoulders round. She didn’t look around, not this queen, she just 
walked straight on slowly, on these long white prima donna legs. She came down a 
little hard on her heels, as if she didn’t walk in her bare feet that much, putting down 
her heels and then letting the weight move along to her toes as if she was testing the 
floor with every step, putting a little deliberate extra action into it. You never know 
for sure how girls ’ minds work (do you really think it’s a mind in there or just a 
little buzz like a bee in a glass jar?) but you got the idea she had talked the other two 
into coming in here with her, and now she was showing them how to do it, walk 
slow and hold yourself straight.  

She had on a kind of dirty-pink—beige maybe, I don ’t know—bathing suit with 
a little nubble all over it and, what got me, the straps were down. They were off her 
shoulders looped loose around the cool tops of her arms, and I guess as a result the 
suit had slipped a little on her, so all around the top of the cloth there was this 
shining rim. If it hadn’t been there you wouldn ’t have known there could have been 
anything whiter than those shoulders. With the straps pushed off, there was nothing 
between the top of the suit and the top of her head except just her, this clean bare 
plane of the top of her chest down from the shoulder bones like a dented sheet of 
metal tilted in the light. I mean, it was more than pretty.  

She had sort of oaky hair that the sun and salt had bleached, done up in a bun that 
was unravelling, and a kind of prim face. Walking into the A & P with your straps 

down, I suppose it’s the only kind of face you can have. She held her head so high 
her neck, coming up out of those white shoulders, looked kind of stretched, but I 
didn’t mind. The longer her neck was, the more of her there was. 

She must have felt in the corner of her eye me and over my shoulder Stokesie in 
the second slot watching, but she didn ’t tip. Not this queen. She kept her eyes 
moving across the racks, and stopped, and turned so slow it made my stomach rub 
the inside of my apron, and buzzed to the other two, who kind of huddled against her 
for relief, and they all three of them went up the cat-and -dog-food-breakfast-cereal-
macaroni-rice-raisins-seasonings-spreads-spaghetti- soft drinks-crackers-and-cookies 
aisle. From the third slot I look straight up this aisle to the meat counter, and I 
watched them all the way. The fat one with the tan sort of fumbled with the cookies, 
but on second thought she put the packages back. The sheep pushing their carts down 
the aisle —the girls were walking against the usual traffic (not that we have one-way 
signs or anything) —were pretty hilarious. You could see them, when Queenie’s 
white shoulders dawned on them, kind of jerk, or hop, or hiccup, but their eyes 
snapped back to their own baskets and on they pushed. I bet you could set off 
dynamite in an A & P and the people would by and large keep reaching and checking 
oatmeal off their lists and muttering “Let me see, there was a third thing, began with 
A, asparagus, no, ah, yes, applesauce!” or whatever it is they do mutter. But there 
was no doubt, this jiggled them. A few house-slaves in pin curlers even looked 
around after pushing their carts past to make sure what they had seen was correct.  

You know, it ’s one thing to have a girl in a bathing suit down on the beach, 
where what with the glare nobody can look at each other much anyway, and 
another thing in the cool of the A & P, under the fluorescent lights, against all those 
stacked packages, with her feet paddling along naked over our checkerboard green-
and-cream rubber-tile floor. 

“Oh Daddy,” Stokesie said beside me. “I feel so faint.” 
“Darling,” I said. “Hold me tight. ” Stokesie’s married, with two babies 

chalked up on his fuselage already, but as far as I can tell that’s the only 
difference. He’s twenty-two, and I was nineteen this April.  

“Is it done?” he asks, the responsible married man finding his voice. I forgot 
to say he thinks he ’s going to be manager some sunny day, maybe in 1990 when 
it’s called the Great Alexandrov and Petrooshki Tea Company or something.  

What he meant was, our town is five miles from a beach, with a big summer 
colony out on the Point, but we’re right in the middle of town, and the women 
generally put on a shirt or shorts or something before they get out of the car into the 
street. And anyway these are usually women with six children and varicose veins 
mapping their legs and nobody, including them, could care less. As I say, we’re right 
in the middle of town, and if you stand at our front doors you can see two banks and 
the Congregational church and the newspaper store and three real-estate offices and 
about twenty-seven old free-loaders tearing up Central Street because the sewer 
broke again. It’s not as if we’re on the Cape; we’re north of Boston and there’s 
people in this town haven’t seen the ocean for twenty years.  

The girls had reached the meat counter and were asking McMahon something. 
He pointed, they pointed, and they shuffled out of sight behind a pyramid of Diet 
Delight peaches. All that was left for us to see was old McMahon patting his 
mouth and looking after them sizing up their joints. Poor kids, I began to feel sorry 
for them, they couldn’t help it.  

Now here comes the sad part of the story, at least my family says it’s sad but I don’t 
think it’s sad myself. The store’s pretty empty, it being Thursday afternoon, so 
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there was nothing much to do except lean on the register and wait for the girls to 
show up again. The whole store was like a pinball machine and I didn’t know which 
tunnel they’d come out of. After a while they come around out of the far aisle, 
around the light bulbs, records at discount of the Caribbean Six or Tony Martin 
Sings or some such gunk you wonder they waste the wax on, sixpacks of candy bars, 
and plastic toys done up in cellophane that fall apart when a kid looks at them 
anyway. Around they come, Queenie still leading the way, and holding a little gray 
jar in her hand. Slots Three through Seven are unmanned and I could see her 
wondering between Stokes and me, but Stokesie with his usual luck draws an old 
party in baggy gray pants who stumbles up with four giant cans of pineapple juice 
(what do these bums do with all that pineapple juice’ I’ve often asked myself) so the 
girls come to me. Queenie puts down the jar and I take it into my fingers icy cold. 
Kingfish Fancy Herring Snacks in Pure Sour Cream: 49¢. Now her hands are empty, 
not a ring or a bracelet, bare as God made them, and I wonder where the money’s 
coming from. Still with that prim look she lifts a folded dollar bill out of the hollow 
at the center of her nubbled pink top. The jar went heavy in my hand. Really, I 
thought that was so cute.  

Then everybody’s luck begins to run out. Lengel comes in from haggling with a 
truck full of cabbages on the lot and is about to scuttle into that door marked 
MANAGER behind which he hides all day when the girls touch his eye. Lengel’s 
pretty dreary, teaches Sunday school and the rest, but he doesn’t miss that much. He 
comes over and says, “Girls, this isn’t the beach.”  

Queenie blushes, though maybe it’s just a brush of sunburn I was noticing for the 
first time, now that she was so close. “My mother asked me to pick up a jar of 
herring snacks.” Her voice kind of startled me, the way voices do when you see the 
people first, coming out so flat and dumb yet kind of tony, too, the way it ticked over 
“pick up” and “snacks.” All of a sudden I slid right down her voice into her living 
room. Her father and the other men were standing around in ice-cream coats and bow 
ties and the women were in sandals picking up herring snacks on toothpicks off a big 
plate and they were all holding drinks the color of water with olives and sprigs of 
mint in them. When my parents have somebody over they get lemonade and if it’s a 
real racy affair Schlitz in tall glasses with “They’ll Do It Every Time” cartoons 
stenciled on.  

“That’ s all right, ” Lengel said. “But this isn’t the beach. ” His repeating this 
struck me as funny, as if it had just occurred to him, and he had been thinking all 
these years the A & P was a great big dune and he was the head lifeguard. He 
didn’t like my smiling—as I say he doesn’t miss much—but he concentrates on 
giving the girls that sad Sunday-school-superintendent stare.  

Queenie’s blush is no sunburn now, and the plump one in plaid, that I liked 
better from the back—a really sweet can—pipes up, “We weren’t doing any 
shopping. We just came in for the one thing.”  

“That makes no difference,” Lengel tells her, and I could see from the way his 
eyes went that he hadn ’t noticed she was wearing a two-piece before. “We want 
you decently dressed when you come in here.”  

“We are decent, ” Queenie says suddenly, her lower lip pushing, getting sore 
now that she remembers her place, a place from which the crowd that runs the A & 
P must look pretty crummy. Fancy Herring Snacks flashed in her very blue eyes.  

“Girls, I don’t want to argue with you. After this come in here with your 
shoulders covered. It’s our policy.” He turns his back. That ’s policy for you. 
Policy is what the kingpins want. What the others want is juvenile delinquency. 

All this while, the customers had been showing up with their carts but, you 
know, sheep, seeing a scene, they had all bunched up on Stokesie, who shook open a 
paper bag as gently as peeling a peach, not wanting to miss a word. I could feel in 
the silence everybody getting nervous, most of all Lengel, who asks me, “Sammy, 
have you rung up this purchase?”  

I thought and said “No” but it wasn ’t about that I was thinking. I go through the 
punches, 4, 9, GROC, TOT —it’s more complicated than you think, and after you do 
it often enough, it begins to make a lttle song, that you hear words to, in my case 
“Hello (bing) there, you (gung) hap-py pee-pul (splat)”-the splat being the drawer 
flying out. I uncrease the bill, tenderly as you may imagine, it just having come from 
between the two smoothest scoops of vanilla I had ever known were there, and pass 
a half and a penny into her narrow pink palm, and nestle the herrings in a bag and 
twist its neck and hand it over, all the time thinking. 

The girls, and who’d blame them, are in a hurry to get out, so I say “I quit” to 
Lengel quick enough for them to hear, hoping they’ll stop and watch me, their 
unsuspected hero. They keep right on going, into the electric eye; the door flies 
open and they flicker across the lot to their car, Queenie and Plaid and Big Tall 
Goony-Goony (not that as raw material she was so bad), leaving me with Lengel 
and a kink in his eyebrow.  

“Did you say something, Sammy?” 
“I said I quit.” 
“I thought you did.” 
“You didn’t have to embarrass them. ” “It 
was they who were embarrassing us.” 
I started to say something that came out “Fiddle-de-doo.” It’s a saying of my 

grand-mother’s, and I know she would have been pleased. 
“I don’t think you know what you’re saying,” Lengel said.  
“I know you don ’t,” I said. “But I do.” I pull the bow at the back of my apron 

and start shrugging it off my shoulders. A couple customers that had been heading 
for my slot begin to knock against each other, like scared pigs in a chute.  

Lengel sighs and begins to look very patient and old and gray. He’s been a friend 
of my parents for years. “Sammy, you don’t want to do this to your Mom and Dad,” 
he tells me. It’ s true, I don’t. But it seems to me that once you begin a gesture it’s 
fatal not to go through with it. I fold the apron, “Sammy” stitched in red on the 
pocket, and put it on the counter, and drop the bow tie on top of it. The bow tie is 
theirs, if you’ve ever wondered. “You’ll feel this for the rest of your life,” Lengel 
says, and I know that’s true, too, but remembering how he made that pretty girl blush 
makes me so scrunchy inside I punch the No Sale tab and the machine whirs “pee-
pul” and the drawer splats out. One advantage to this scene taking place in summer, I 
can follow this up with a clean exit, there’s no fumbling around getting your coat and 
galoshes, I just saunter into the electric eye in my white shirt that my mother ironed 
the night before, and the door heaves itself open, and outside the sunshine is skating 
around on the asphalt. 

I look around for my girls, but they’re gone, of course. There wasn’t anybody 
but some young married screaming with her children about some candy they didn’t 
get by the door of a powder -blue Falcon station wagon. Looking back in the big 
windows, over the bags of peat moss and aluminum lawn furniture stacked on the 
pavement, I could see Lengel in my place in the slot, checking the sheep through. 
His face was dark gray and his back stiff, as if he’d just had an injection of iron, and 
my stomach kind of fell as I felt how hard the world was going to be to me hereafter. 
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